
Links and Images



Fill - In
 ____________________ is an extension of HTTP that 

simply encrypts the text of an HTTP message before it 
is sent.



Question
 A(n) ____ application is a program that extends a 

browser’s ability to work with file formats.

 A.  Plug-in

 B.  Helper 

 C.  Installation

 D.  PDF



Question 
 If a Web site can gather information that allows a Web 

server to present ad banners targeted to products you 
previously purchased at that Web site, it is using ____.

 A.  Cookies

 B.  Plug-ins

 C.  Style sheets

 D.  Sockets



Question
 Server-side scripts can be written using ____.

 A.  Perl

 B.  C++

 C.  Java

 D.  All of the above



Links and Images
 The web would be boring without pictures and movies.

 <img src = “images\blueDevil.jpg”>

The img tag inserts 
pictures into your 
webpage it has no 
closing tag!



 And it would not be the web without links

 <a href=“www.google.com> Link to Google </a>

Links and Images

The a tag takes you to 
another webpage, or 
opens a document it 
has a closing tag, and 
makes the text within 
the 2 tags into the link.



Tag attributes

<a href=“www.google.com> Link to Google </a>

<img src = “images\blueDevil.jpg”>

•Both the <a> tag and the <img> tag have text 
within the tag  it is called the tag attribute.

Attribute



Attributes
 Tag attributes tell the browser a little something more 

about the tag.

 The href attribute in the <a> tag tell the browser where 
to link to

 The src attribute in the <img> tag tells the browser 
where to look for the picture…in what folder or on what 
server



Relative vs Absolute Links
 Relative link tells the browser where the file or web 

page is based on the current web page’s location…

Index.html

<img src= 
“images\blueDevil.jpg”>

blueDevil.jpg

images

myWebSite



Relative vs Absolute Links
 Relative Links –

 Need to have the same root folder

 Helps keep the links easy to read, and the browser more 
efficient at retrieving the web pages

 If you ever move pictures or rename folders….the relative 
links will not work anymore.



Relative vs Absolute Links
 Absolute links tell the browser where to go based on 

the fact the browser will not start in the root folder…

Index.html

<a href= 
www.google.com>Google
Link<\a>



Absolute Links
 Take more time for your browser to retrieve the 

element…because it has to go and search for it on a 
Domain Server.

 Is a little more inefficient

 Can break if the web page it is pointing to is no longer 
there.



Making an <a> tag
 Decide what text you would like to be the link…links 

will by default be colored blue and underlined in your 
browser.

Cats and Dogs

 Then wrap the text in between an <a> tag and <\a> tag

<a> Cats and Dogs   <\a>

 Then add the href attribute, and where you want it to 
link to

<a href=“catsAndDogs.html”> Cats and Dogs   <\a>



Making an <a> tag
<a href=“catsAndDogs.html”> Cats and Dogs   <\a>

index.html

<a 
href=“catsAndDogs.html”
> Cats and Dogs   <\a>

catsAndDogs.html

Some html in here

When the user 
clicks the link the 
browser opens up 
the new web page



Making an <img> tag
 Make sure you know where you picture is located…we 

will put ours in an image folder within the root folder

 “images\blueDevil.jpg”>

Index.html

<img src= 
“images\blueDevil.jpg”>

blueDevil.jpg



Making an <img> tag
 Then add the <img> tag where you would like your 

image to appear…

 It will appear inline with the text and other elements 
on the page

index.html

<p> Here is some text</p>
<a href=“catsAndDogs.html”> Cats 
and Dogs   <\a>
<p> And some more text</p>

Here is some text

And some more text



Using storyboards
 Use sketches to figure out what kind of tags you need 

in your web page

Directions to Blue Devil Brew:

You’ll find us in the center of the 
Merced College campus.  If you 
need help finding us go to 
Mapquest and type in our address:

3600 M Street

Merced CA 95348

Go Back to Home Page

<h1>  Directions … </h1>

<p>  You’ll … 
<a>Mapquest<\a>
</p>



Embedded tags
 Put <img> and <a>tags in between other tags…or 

outside other tags

 When it is in between other tags it is an embedded tag

 It will have the css applied to it that the outer tag has 
applied to it



Question Wrap-up
 And to wrap up a few more questions…



Question
 Graphics in ____ format are automatically resized 

when displayed on different screens or when printed.

 A.  JPG

 B.  GIF

 C.  BMP

 D.  SVG



Question
 ____ can be used to create shading and three-

dimensional effects.

 A.  Rendering

 B.  Dithering

 C.  Megapixels

 D.  Gradients



Fill-in
 You can reduce the size of a bitmap graphic without 

changing the image quality by ____________________ 
it.



Fill in
 ____________________ works by superimposing a grid 

over a vector image and determining the color for each 
pixel.

 Vectorizing

 Imagizing

 Rasterization or   Rasterizing

 Masterizing



Last Question
 Although the ____ format is popular, some Web 

developers express concern about further restrictions 
or fees that UniSys might require in the future.

 A.  GIF

 B.  PNG

 C.  JPEG

 D.  TIF


